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Study Guide and Intervention
Probability: Sflmple Probability and Odds

Probability ttre probablllty of a einple event is a ratio that tells how likely it is that
tJre event wiii take place. It is the ratio of the number of favorable outcomes of the event to
the number of possible outcomes of the event. You can express the probability either as a
fractiou, as a decimal, or as a percent.

Probabifity of a Simple Event I For an ovent a, P{a\ =

{Eilffi trftr. Babcock chooses
5 out of 26 strrdents in his algebra class
at rsndom for a special project. What is
the probability of being chosen?

. number of students chosen
f(berngcnosen) = 

m

The probability of being chosen * * * *.

nRHffi Abowl contains B pears,
{ }nnsnas, and 2 apples. If you take a
piece of fruit at random, what is the
probability that it is nof a banana?

There are 3 + 4 + 2or g pieces of fruit.
Ttrere are $ * 2 ot 5 pieces of fruit that are
not bananas.
nt_ -L L-_ __ _\ _ number of other pieces of fruitr(nof, Danana,' total number of pieces of fruit

. _ 5
9

The probability of nof choosing a banana is I

probability.

r. P(10)

4. P(black card)

2. P(red 2)

5. P(ace of spades)

T\nro dice are rolled and their sum is recorded.

7. P(sum is 1) 8. P(sum is 6)

S. Pking or queen)

6. P(spade)

Find each probability.

9. P(sum is less than 4)

10. P(sum is greater than 11) L1. P(sum is less than 15) 12. P(sum is greater than 8)

A bowl contains 4 red chips, S blue chips, and 8 green chips. You choose one chip
at randorn. Find each probability.

13. P(not a red chip) 14. P(red or blue chip) 15. P(rtot a green chip)

A number is selected at random from the list |L,2,3r..., 1Ol. Find each probabiltty.

16.P(even number) 1?.P(multiple of 3) 18. P0ess than 4)

19. A computer randomly chooses a letter from the word COMPUTER. Find the probability
that the letter is a vowel.
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A card is selected at random ftom a standard deck of 62 cards. Determine each
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